2019 Update

CERTIFICATION ENHANCEMENTS

FREE WEBINARS!

PEAK DESIGNATION

PEAK LIFE

PEAK COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT
Peak Training Enhancements:
This year we will see a large number of the Level 1 Certification offerings move online in a self-paced completion format. We will still offer an occasional live Level 1 to the public and private agency Level 1s. Level 2 Certification will now occupy most of the live training opportunities and is designed to be an opportunity to perform hands on the new PEAK Comprehensive Assessment and conduct all four modules’ curriculum programs. Now you will get feedback live at the training, and feel confident in your skills to begin or enhance your PEAK agenda with your clients. The current online Level 2 option will remain in effect until the end of 2019.

Free Webinars:
Peak ABA Solutions will continue to host free webinars at least 1 time per month from the frontlines to give practitioners an opportunity to share with the rest of the world how they are using PEAK and AIM. These webinars also allow the community to obtain answers to practitioner related questions.

PEAK Designation:
Over the past few years we have seen a growing interest from the PEAK community in seeking a designation of distinction that an agency, clinic, or school has risen to an outstanding level of PEAK competency and is producing clear clinical outcomes. This has been coupled with parents who have repeatedly asked us as how to find a repeatable PEAK using agency. As a result, we are launching a small incubated PEAK distinction to approx. 10-20 entities in 2019 with large scale open enrollment in 2020. At this time we will both invite agencies we are familiar with and invite inquiries from others who are entrenched within PEAK to approach. This year will serve as an interactive development year while we will work collaboratively with these pilot agencies to establish the final parameters of the distinction/certification. Areas of inclusion are numbers of employees certified, on-site coaching, data management, and accessing client referrals. If your agency might be interested now or in 2020 please contact us for additional details.